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Introduction

RTD designs its Linux drivers to be as efficient as possible. However, sometimes circumstances beyond reasonable control exist which affect interrupt functioning or which cause observable performance differences when comparing Linux to DOS, Windows, or other operating systems.

Interrupt performance problems may manifest themselves in many different ways. Examples of behavior you may see include but are not limited to:

* missed or lost interrupts
* inability to reach a board’s maximum throughput rate
* interrupts held off for long periods of time
* board FIFOs fill up
* an application struggles to keep up with the data being generated by the hardware
* a board stops generating interrupts
* lost communication data, for example Ethernet packets or CAN bus messages

This document discusses some of the issues related to interrupts, describes how these topics affect system activity, and provides some ideas regarding actions to take to reduce interference.

Interrupt Performance

Most drivers provide an interrupt notification feature which applications can use to receive interrupt status asynchronously. Once this interrupt happens, an application usually performs some sequence of actions and then waits for another interrupt. This paradigm by its nature involves both kernel and user level; the driver resides in kernel space and your application resides in user space. This model provides flexibility and reduces complexity but has limitations like all software. There are many things which can affect performance when the user application waits for an interrupt and then is notified of its occurrence by the driver; these issues also affect interrupt performance in general.

Process Sleeping and Waking

Putting a user process to sleep in the kernel to wait for the interrupt and then waking it up is expensive in terms of time needed. This delay interferes with the usable work a process can do and how fast it can do it. Additionally, when a process exits the kernel there may be other work for it to do (for example checking for and handling signals) before it resumes what it was doing in user space.

Number of Processes in System

Dependent upon the other runnable processes in a system, your application may not be selected to run on the CPU for some time after it is woken up by an interrupt. Ignoring other factors for the moment, the higher the number of runnable processes the more likely it is that your application will not be selected to run right away.

To address the number of runnable processes issue, conduct an audit of the system and determine which processes you do not need. For each such process, some of the changes you can make are to modify the system configuration such that the process is not started at boot, ensure that the capability’s kernel module is not loaded, or disable the functionality at the hardware level. The smaller the number of processes the more likely it is that your application will be granted the CPU when it needs it.
**Page Faults**

If the user application incurs a page fault, that is accesses an address which is valid but not currently loaded into main memory, the process must be put to sleep until the kernel brings that memory page into main memory from some device much slower than memory. Your application can perform no useful work while it slumbers.

A process can lock its memory pages into main memory to prevent page faults. Not having to wait for a page fault to be serviced means that a process has more time available for useful work. Locking pages into memory during program initialization ensures that all pages are resident in memory, thus any access to them will not fault. There are some situations in which page faults can still occur but locking pages into memory greatly reduces the likelihood of them occurring. Please see the mlockall(2) man page for more information.

**Process Scheduling**

Process scheduling priority affects which process gets chosen to run on the CPU. If your application has a scheduling priority lower than most other processes, it will not be selected to run if at least one of the higher priority processes is ready to run. Furthermore, a runnable process with a scheduling priority lower than that of a running process cannot preempt that process and begin running on the CPU.

You can change a process’ scheduling priority and class under Linux. A process’ scheduling priority can be increased so that it will be chosen to run before other processes with lower priority. Changing a process’ scheduling class can disable scheduling time quantums for it, which means that the process will not be rescheduled just because its CPU time slice has expired; this has no effect if the process voluntarily puts itself to sleep. You must exercise extreme caution when modifying scheduling parameters because a process can enter a state where it will be given preference over all other processes, thus deferring certain system activity. The system may even become unresponsive in some ways. Please see the sched_setscheduler(2) man page for more information.

**Interrupts From Other Devices**

Other interrupts may affect an application. A system’s interrupt controller usually assigns a priority to each interrupt. Thus, a higher priority interrupt can interfere with the interrupt your application is interested in by keeping it pending until the higher priority interrupt is serviced. Worse, if several interrupts occur while one is being processed some of them may be lost.

If it’s possible to assign a specific interrupt, pick one that has a higher priority than other interrupts. This will allow your device’s interrupt to take precedence over other lower priority interrupts that you may not be as interested in. Again, extreme caution must be used because deferring certain interrupts may affect system activity. You can also remove unnecessary system boards, disable unused devices in the BIOS, or disable any interrupts they may use.

**Signals**

A signal delivered while waiting for an interrupt causes the process to wake up before the interrupt occurs. The kernel makes the process runnable in order to execute its signal handler and the interrupt wait returns an indication that a signal was delivered while blocked. The application must then retry the interrupt wait, at which time the kernel puts the process back to sleep. Please see the earlier comments regarding process sleep and wake up.

You have two options available if signals cause missed interrupts. First, do not use signals in your application if possible. Second, try to minimize signal usage to lessen their adverse effect if you must use signals.
**Generic Computing Environment**

Keep in mind that most Linux distributions provide generic computing environments rather than real-time capabilities. This means that extra measures, which can increase interrupt & scheduling determinism and reduce system latency, are not taken. For example, in a non real-time Linux kernel, device drivers may hold off other system interrupts until their interrupt processing completes. Known culprits currently include the IDE and real time clock drivers; many others may exist. Be aware that some solid state storage devices actually sit on the IDE bus and therefore use the IDE driver.

Consider using a real-time Linux kernel as it provides better determinism and reduces latency so that events are more predictable. Currently, RTD drivers do not support real-time kernels. Since full source code is provided, you are free to adapt any driver to a real-time kernel.

**CPU Issues**

CPU type and speed affect the ability to process interrupts. In general, an RTD cpuModule based upon either the VIA Eden or the Intel Celeron processor exhibits better interrupt performance than an RTD cpuModule based on the AMD Geode processor. Normally, a higher CPU clock speed means increased interrupt performance. Obviously, exceptions exist.

If you suspect interrupt problems related to the CPU, you can either move to a different CPU family, get a faster CPU, or both.

**Graphical Environment**

Interrupt throughput may suffer when running a graphical environment. This is due to the overhead imposed by the X server and the resources it uses.

Assuming you do not require a graphical environment, you can disable the X server to remove another source of potential problems.

**Multiple Devices on a Single Bus**

Multiple sources of activity on a single bus may cause problems. For example, using two ISA or PCI cards which often contend for the bus may increase interrupt latency.

Remove unnecessary cards from your system, disable unused devices in the BIOS, or disable their interrupts. This decreases the chances of several cards contending for system resources at the same time.

**Generic Devices**

Devices such as keyboards, mice, COM ports, and network cards exist in many systems. These devices are so commonplace that we often simply forget they are there. Yet, they can interfere with another device’s interrupt performance by generating their own interrupts, transferring data, and consuming system resources.

As a first step, minimize usage of the device or devices in question. As stated previously, you can remove any unnecessary hardware from your system if you think it is causing problems. Disable the device in the BIOS (if applicable), rebuild your kernel without its driver, or ensure that its driver module is never loaded into the kernel.
**Device Driver Software**

RTD designs its drivers to provide as generic a development environment as possible to allow the associated hardware to be used in many different applications. It’s simply not possible to design one piece of software so that it works efficiently for every conceivable use.

Since full source code is provided, you may rewrite the software as you see fit to maximize its utility and effectiveness for the application you intend.

**Background System Activity**

Linux has much activity going on in the background to support critical system services. At regular intervals, Linux flushes in-memory buffers containing data not yet written to backing storage out to that storage; the more data there is to write, the longer it takes. Daemons awaken to respond to system events; the more events that occur, the more times these daemons wake up and the more work there is to perform.

Some system activities can be tuned in terms of how often they occur. You can also disable daemon processes that are not required or disable system services if they are not being used. For more information, please consult a good system administration reference.

**Higher Priority Interrupts**

A system’s interrupt controller prioritizes interrupts. As a consequence, a higher priority interrupt can preempt an interrupt handler servicing a lower priority interrupt. If your device interrupt is of lower priority than other system interrupts, its handler may take longer than expected to service the interrupt.

You can modify your device’s interrupt handler to disable all system interrupts upon entry and enable them on exit. This allows the handler to execute without interference. This comes at a price though, namely that other system activity may be adversely affected if associated interrupts are disabled; be very careful about disabling all interrupts. Note that disabling interrupts will not prevent other drivers from blocking out your device’s interrupt for long periods of time.

**Conclusion**

The delays inherent in any of the above situations affect how quickly an application can respond to an interrupt and how many interrupts can be processed in a given period of time. The application may miss or lose interrupts, especially if interrupts occur quickly enough. A board may enter an inconsistent state if interrupts are not acknowledged reasonably.

As a last resort, you can rewrite the driver’s interrupt handler or the driver to implement whatever functionality you require. The upside is that doing so offers the most control over interrupt response. The downside is that 1) this approach requires kernel programming knowledge and 2) you may need to add extra driver and library code to fully interface with your application.

Ultimately, the issues discussed herein lie beyond the control of a software engineer designing a device driver for a particular piece of hardware. In essence, it is the price you pay for using Linux (or any other operating system).